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WEST POINTE APARTMENTS
MEETING Q & A

Neighborhood Meeting Summary:

Jason Hisey who is representing the Owner opened the meeting by introducing 

himself along with project Architect Philip Carhuff, Project Manager Vance Good-

man and Civil Engineer for the project Richard Macias. He fi rst discussed the issues 

and problems plaguing this City. For example, elderly persons, homelessness and 

low income people and families that all live in the immediate area. He stated sta-

tistics of income within a 1-mile radius of the downtown core. He expressed the 

absolute need for helping the elderly and low income families along with the de-

sire to rid the streets of homelessness; a plan that is shared by the Mayor of Tucson 

and the Arizona Department of Housing. Jason also represents La Frontera, the 

Non-profi t entity that will be putting together the application for State funding. He 

spoke about other projects around the City and State that our team has been a 

part of and how it is our teams’ goal to help out in every way possible.  After the 

need was addressed, the want was laid out. Part of the Infi ll Incentive Districts goals 

is to encourage infi lling certain areas around Tucson. The Westerner has been sit-

ting nearly vacant for a number of years but is located on a great corner in the 

downtown core. Our plan is to renovate the existing building and add low income 

housing could increase activity in the downtown and help out the less fortunate 

among us. Philip Carhuff and Vance Goodman then laid out the design of the 

project using the accompanied design presentation board as illustration. The typ-

ical unit layout, exterior design and how the proposed fi nishes meet the Secretary 

of Interior’s Standards on Rehabilitation were discussed. After the design potion was 

presented, the fl oor was then opened to questions, concerns and comments. The 

questions are as follows in no particular order:

Meeting’s Question and Answers portion:

1. The Vehicle and Bicycle Parking requirement for Commercial and Residential.

Response: By submitting through the IID Zoning process, the parking requirement 

can be reduced and/or waived if shown alternative means of transportation and/

or parking will be provided for the tenants and employees. We have created a 

map of the surrounding area that shows all the vehicle parking within a 5-minute 

walking distance. The owner will form a contract with Park Tucson to formally ap-

propriate vehicle parking for the users. There is an abundance of parking lots and 

garages nearby. One of the goals of the IID is to encourage alternative modes of 

transportation. There are many public bus stops nearby as well as the modern street 

car stop directly in front of the main entrance door. This will encourage the employ-

ees and tenants to use these modes to help eliminate the use of the automobile. 

We will not be seeking relief from the bicycle parking requirement due to the fact 

that we will be strongly encouraging the use of bicycles as their means of transpor-

tation.
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2. What type of funding is currently being allocated for this project?

Response: This is a Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) project from the State of 

Arizona through the Arizona Department of Housing. The owner of Cope Commu-

nity Services is paying for the renovation to the existing historic structure, but the tax 

incentives will be used for the new addition on the rear of the building. La Frontera 

of Arizona, a non-profi t organization, is partnering with Cope along with the funds 

from the ADOH to develop and service this project.

3. The ownership of the current property.

Response: The land has been purchased by Cope Properties LLC that the Building 

is currently sitting on. There is still lease control of the building for the next 7 years. At 

that time the building will be purchased for full control of the site. The current own-

er/tenants will be informed of all decisions made to the building. 

4. The Broadway façade of the new construction is lacking in detail.

Response: The Broadway façade of the new construction is not fully designed yet. 

The façade will be manipulated to show shadow lines, depth and higher design 

from what was presented. All the comments have been taken into consideration 

and will be implemented into the building’s architecture. We have attached a new 

facade design that incorporates more materials, relief and texture to a new com-

position.

5. How are you complying with IID Open Space requirement?

Response: There currently is some open space (170 SF) allocated at the main entry 

of the new addition and a large 20’-0” by 46’-0” (865 square feet) open air court-

yard located between the two residential towers. We do not currently meet the 

minimum open space requirement. We are applying for some relief through the 

Infi ll Incentive District submittal process. Update: We are proposing to add a roof-

top green garden to facilitate the tenants and the public. The rooftop garden is 

approximately 2,000 SF. The new addition / renovation is 52,703. 5% of 52,703 equals 

2,635 SF of required open space. 170 SF + 865 SF + 2,000 SF = 3,035 SF of open space 

provided.

6. The rendering differed slightly from the meeting fl yer rendering

Response: We have been updating the materials and colors since the fl yer was cre-

ated. We have been experimenting with different materials that will blend in better 

with the surrounding Tucson streetscapes. The colors as well have been modifi ed to 

help maintain an aesthetic that is common to the nearby Tucson buildings.
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7. Adding Dryvit applied to existing stucco could possibly go against the Secretary 

of Interiors Standards

Response: After careful study of the Secretary of Interior’s Standards, we have opt-

ed out of applying a synthetic stucco material to the existing historic stucco. The 

Standards of applying new materials are pretty clear. They imply that if a new or 

modern material is applied to the existing surface, it must be able to be removed 

at some point if necessary, and not damage the existing material underneath. A 

Dry-vit type stucco system could not be removed without damaging the existing 

surface and therefore we have opted out of using it on the original building. We 

are however using the modern Dry-vit stucco with control joints on the new addi-

tion to the building. This also fi ts into the Secretary’s Standards of differentiating the 

existing historic structure and the new addition. To further this distinction, we have 

made the transition clear with a different color as well.

8. How are we addressing the windows of the adjacent building?

Response: There is a large surface parking lot between the new addition and the 

adjacent buildings windows. This comment does not apply since the person mak-

ing the comment had his information incorrect. He thought the new addition was 

being built up to the building that is located across the parking lot. We are respect-

ing the adjacent property because a building may be placed there in the near 

future. Any view or sight lines in the design would be eliminated when that were to 

happen.

9. Are we using the Historic tax credit to help fund the project?

Response: No we are not currently seeking to utilize the Historic tax credit. Jason 

Hisey did meet with the City’s Historic representative after the meeting to discuss its 

potential.

10. Why is the East Elevation not on the board?

Response: The East and South elevations were left out of the illustration board for 

several reasons. The East elevation was intentionally left blank of ornament due to 

the fact that it is a zero lot line building and future development could take place 

along that side. If we put windows or ornament on that elevation, they would be 

rendered useless when the future building would be erected. The South elevation 

was left out of the illustrations because it almost exactly mirrors the North Elevation. 

We thought it unnecessary to include due to redundancy. 

The meeting adjourned with satisfi ed conclusions. Some of these questions or state-

ments were informally discussed after the meeting adjourned. 

MEETING Q & A
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PROJECT STATEMENT

With renewed interest in the Downtown Core of Tucson, the redevelopment of 

the Westerner Building located at the Southeast corner of Stone Avenue and 

Broadway Boulevard has become a great opportunity to contribute to new Tuc-

son growth. The commercial and entertainment sectors of the downtown core 

have increased considerably and the need for a variety of housing options is in 

high demand. Cope Community Services is proposing to renovate the existing 

West 4 story portion of the building, which is currently offi ce space, both interior 

and exterior.  When completed the building will have a mixed use of offi ce on 

the upper fl oors with a mixture of supportive service spaces for the tenants and 

public along with over 2,700 square feet of rentable commercial space at the 

street level to maintain street level activity long after regular business hours. This is 

a direct response to one of the IID’s goals of having 24 hour street level activity. 

On the exterior, CCA is proposing to maintain and update the facade to refl ect 

modern materials, but at the same time pay homage to the historic style of Bau-

haus and Mid 20th century Modernism  as the building was originally intended. 

The East portion of the existing building is currently a single story structure with a 

small 2nd story addition.  We are proposing to demolish the interior of the build-

ing while keeping the historic facade intact. In its place, CCA is proposing to 

construct a new 6 story mixed use structure. This project is a LIHTC project which 

means the building must provide certain services direct to the tenants as well as 

to the public. The ground level will include spaces that provide those direct ser-

vices to the tenants and to the public. The spaces will include but not limited to a 

Recreation and Wellness classroom (which includes a gym), a food pantry, com-

puter training classroom, and supportive service offi ces. The 2nd through 6th lev-

els will have fi fty units of low income housing for the elderly with a preference for 

veterans. Each level will include 10 residential units with a large interior courtyard 

for fresh air, possible social gathering, and introduction of natural light not only to 

the residences but also to the offi ce space below.

A rooftop garden is being proposed on the existing 4-story building as an amenity 

for the building’s offi ce and residential tenants. This rooftop garden will be ap-

proximately 2,000 square feet. It will include but is not limited to a living green wall 

on the north façade of the existing elevator tower, drought tolerant trees and 

shrubs and seating areas all constructed on raised pavers and/or Trex decking to 

allow for water penetration and proper rain water shedding.

With increased employment opportunities in the downtown area, this type of 

mixed use development is greatly needed and in high demand. This corner is 

within walking distance to many fi ne establishments and offi ces. As an added 

convenience, a modern street car stop is directly located out  the front door.  
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PROJECT STATEMENT

As demonstrated in the proposed rendering and original hotel postcard, CCA is 

proposing to utilize a similar muted green color that was originally painted on the 

Westerner Hotel in 1949. We are maintaining the projecting balconies that over-

look our busy Stone Avenue and preserving the overall aesthetic that the West-

erner has always had.  This proposal understands the balance between respect-

ing the similar developments in the area while progressing as a City. 

As this location is a part of the Infi ll Incentive District Overlay, comments and 

questions are welcomed as part of the Design Review Committee process. This 

project is committed to bringing long-term value to downtown Tucson, and we 

at CCA and Cope look forward to a positive and transparent review process. We 

are also dedicated to preserving the aesthetics that Tucson has always had and 

what it has grown into with our proposed design. 
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FACING WEST FACING EAST

FACING NORTH FACING SOUTH
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FACING EAST FACING SOUTH

FACING WEST
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FACING NORTH FACING EAST

FACING WEST
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FACING EAST FACING SOUTH

FACING WEST FACING NORTH
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The Cadence

350 E Congress Steet, Tucson, AZ 85701

MLK Apartments

55 North 5th Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85701

Bourns Building

20 East Congress Street, Tucson, AZ 85701

Tucson Electric Power UniSource Building

88 East Broadway Blvd, Tucson, AZ 85701
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WEST POINTE APARTMENTS
INFILL INCENTIVE DISTRICT APPLICATION RESPONSES:

1. State the applicant’s intention to use the IID zoning option in lieu of existing underlying 

zoning.

The intention for using the Infi ll Incentive District Zoning option is mainly for scheduling 

purposes. The IID zoning option is nearly a 1/3 less time related to length of submittal and 

approval. The other reason is the mission statement for the IID. The IID gives incentives to 

owners and developers to help beautify our streets and that fi ts with our goals. For a de-

partment of the City to be solely committed to positive growth of our City was incentive 

enough for our team to want to do these types of projects.

2. Describe how the project is consistent with the IID purpose to create sustainable infi ll 

development.

One of the goals of the IID is to encourage and create sustainable infi ll development. The 

most sustainable building is a building that already exists. By renovating and rehabilitating 

the existing beautiful historic structure holds true to the IID purpose and goals. Another 

shared concern of the IID is encouraging growth at our City’s core instead of our City’s 

limits. We are proposing to add medium density residences vertically and not horizontally. 

This discourages horizontal growth, or sprawl, which our limited downtown cannot sustain. 

Lastly, the IID was created to help discourage certain modes of transportation and facili-

tate others like light rail. By utilizing this location which is directly in front of a modern street 

car stop and a zero lot line building with no parking, we encourage the tenants and the 

employees to seek out other modes of transportation including light rail, car-pooling, bik-

ing and walking.

3. Describe the benefi ts the project will bring to the adjacent properties and the surround-

ing area.

The benefi ts far out-weigh the negatives by developing this particular property. This par-

cel is currently already along the street car route and as mentioned above, it has a stop 

directly in front of the building. This boosts excitement for downtown progress which gives 

more people an incentive to relocate to the City. It is a fact that when other developers 

see their City’s downtown growing with hustle and bustle, they want to be part of the ac-

tion. For the last couple of years, the downtown of Tucson has been expanding, in popu-

lation as well as structures. This building will have street level rentable commercial/offi ce 

tenant spaces that will keep storefront activity long after regular business hours. This will 

not only provide the surrounding area with more job opportunities but also will keep busy 

and vibrant street level activity, another IID encouragment. This benefi ts everybody.

Planning and Development Services Department 

4. Describe any signifi cant adverse effects, such as those involving noise levels, glare, 

odors, vibration, illumination, fumes and vapors, the project will have on adjacent proper-

ty.

The renovating of the existing historic building and the new vertical construction on its 

rear half, will have very little adverse effects on any adjacent properties.  During construc-

tion, noise will be mitigated by keeping strict schedules of operation during business and 

daylight hours only. Normal pedestrian activity will remain due to covers being construct-

ed over the existing sidewalks. The only adjacent lot directly
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affected by construction is to the East.  This is a surface vehicle parking lot, so minimal dis-

ruption will occur. Any or all demolition from the property and disposal of waste will occur 

at the south end of the parcel on a Jackson Street. The General Contractor will purchase 

a few parking meters on the south side so disruption of parking will be minimal. Besides 

routine noise and vibration during any development, the adverse effects will be minimal to 

none for the adjacent properties. 

5. Describe how the project will create a pedestrian-oriented streetscape in compliance 

with the Streetscape Standards:

A local Landscape Architect has been hired to inspect, beautify and comply with the 

Design standards laid out by the City’s Unifi ed Development Code. The same Landscape 

Architect was hired to do similar landscaping to 1 E. Broadway which is located just across 

the street.  That location’s street landscaping met and exceeded the design standards in-

troduced by the Planning and Development Services department. The appropriate usage 

of trees, pavers, benches and bicycle parking will encourage safe and friendly usage by 

pedestrians. 

Design Standards (UDC Sec. 5.12.8.A).

6. Describe how the project will support a safe streetscape coordinated with adjoining 

properties.

Like stated in the previous response, the same Landscape Architect who did the street-

scape landscaping is also performing this task. Their goal is to maintain streetscape City 

standards, enhance the beauty of the street and pedestrian walkways while coordinating 

similar approaches with all the adjacent and surrounding streetscapes. By adding trees, 

benches, planters and bicycle parking racks, not only are we creating an aesthetically 

pleasing environment, but also are creating safe passages for pedestrians and cyclists by 

inserting barriers between them and the vehicles driving close by.

7. Describe how the project will transition to adjacent existing residences and provide 

privacy mitigation in compliance with the Development Transition Standards (UDC Sec. 

5.12.8.B).

The proposed building is not adjacent to or abuts any single family detached residence or 

duplex residential properties. These Development Transition Standards do not apply.

8. Indicate whether the project will signifi cantly impede solar energy options to adjacent 

properties.

This project is located at 10 E. Broadway Blvd. Directly to the East of this parcel is a surface 

parking lot. There are currently no solar energy options on this parcel. The only opportunity 

for the Westerner’s shadow to impede on the property is late in the day when solar loses its 

effectiveness. The impact on the East adjacent site is very minimal. The parcel across the 

street to the South is located directly south of the building and will never interfere with solar 

capabilities due to our location in the Northern hemisphere. 

INFILL INCENTIVE DISTRICT APPLICATION RESPONSES:
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The building directly to the West is a Historic building currently owned by Cope Properties. 

The façade of this building will have a shadow cast on it only in the early morning hours of 

each day. The shadow does not reach the roof of the building which would interfere with 

solar options. The building directly to the North of the Westerner is 1 W. Broadway. The 

shadow will cast on the southern façade of 1 W. Broadway between the approximate 

hours of 11am to 1pm each day. This only affects the façade and not the roof where 

solar capabilities would be utilized. Ultimately, the proposed addition will have a very 

minimal effect on any surrounding buildings or properties where it concerns solar energy 

options.

9. Describe the types of drought tolerant and native landscaping that will be used in the 

project and how it will be used to enhance the project.

The proposed project is located within the Downtown Core district. The building’s pro-

posed streetscape will be using drought tolerant shrubs like Lantana, Lady Slipper and 

Mexican fence post cacti. This is required per the approved City of Tucson Plant List, as 

well as species that the Landscape Architect has used in prior IID submittals. This results in 

a drastically lower potable water demand ratio per square foot of usable space than a 

typical residential or commercial development ratio. The existing Heritage Live Oak trees 

will remain as they are already part of the downtown Tucson streetscape. All of these 

species of plants were selected to not only comply with drought tolerant landscaping, 

but can also be found locally in our environment. We believe that using local species will 

complement the drama of the desert landscape as well as enhance the beauty of the 

street scape from which it once might have grown.

For any IID Plan that involves a reduction in parking, the applicant must:

1. Demonstrate how the proposed reduced off-street motor vehicle parking will not have 

an adverse impact on adjacent properties.

See attached Traffi c & Parking Study prepared by Traffi c Engineer.

2. Demonstrate how traffi c generated by the off-street motor vehicle parking proposed in 

the application does not burden neighboring residential streets.

See attached Traffi c & Parking Study prepared by Traffi c Engineer.

INFILL INCENTIVE DISTRICT APPLICATION RESPONSES:
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COLOR SAMPLES

EXTERIOR STUCCO:

DUNN EDWARDS

LOOKING GLASS

DE6376

EXTERIOR STUCCO:

DUNN EDWARDS

STUFFED OLIVE

DE5529

EXTERIOR STUCCO:

DUNN EDWARDS

MINER’S DUST

DEC786

METAL PANELS:

AEP SPAN

COOL ZINC GRAY

12” PANEL
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